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Abstract. Methods to increase mine train mass allowable for braking 
have been studied. Possibility to use rail magnetic brakes to improve 
efficiency of dynamic braking has been analyzed. Mathematical model of 
the train braking involving a magnetic rail device to increase locomotive 
axial load has been proposed. Results of the braking calculations with the 
use of the modeling results have made it possible to conclude on the fact 
that a magnetic rail device used to increase locomotive axial load allows 
improving considerably braking characteristics of a locomotive and 
increasing mine train mass allowable for braking. 

1 Introduction 
Under conditions of global growth of the human needs in resources, a task of efficient 
operation of mining enterprises becomes rather important [1, 2]. Development of more 
productive, reliable, and safe means to transport rock mass [3, 4], personnel, and materials 
within the production sites is one of the aspects of that task. Along with the transportation 
means of continuous action [5, 6], different locomotives will be widely used in the near 
future [7]; though, the locomotives have certain advantages comparing to conveyors, they 
demonstrate lower productive capacity. 

First of all, productive capacity of locomotive transport may be improved by means of 
the train mass increase. Calculations performed in the context of Western Donbas mines 
have shown that in terms of standard routes, train mass growth by 10% results in the hourly 
productivity gain of a locomotive by 7.4% while increased average train velocity by 10% 
demonstrates only 3.1% of the productivity gain.  

Methods to calculate parameters of locomotive haulage, which are applied in Ukraine, 
contain such term as “train mass allowable for braking” [8], i.e. the mass at which a train 
may be stopped by standard braking means of a locomotive within the specified braking 
path (40 km for freight trains, 20 m for passenger trains). Value of braking force 
implemented by a train is the basic factor determining the possibility of a stop and, 
consequently, allowable train mass. Braking force of the traditional braking types is 
determined by the adhesion weight of a locomotive and coefficient of wheel-rail adhesion. 
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Technical solutions as for improvement of each factor are rather complicated and costly [9, 
10]. Ideas to equip mine cars with brakes have not been developed further as well. At the 
same time, rail magnetic brakes have been used successfully on rolling stock of rail 
transport for more than 100 years; those brakes develop additional braking effort, 
independent from traditional brakes, at the expense of brake unit and rail friction [11, 12]. 
Operational practice has proved high efficiency of their application for emergency braking 
and as the parking brake; however, attempts to use rail magnetic brakes for service braking 
were not successful. Braking effort of rail magnetic brakes is characterized by the step-like 
increase in braking force at the moment of brake unit and rail contact from zero up to the 
maximum value being expedient for emergency braking but not acceptable for service 
braking. Attempts to develop rail brakes with the possibility to regulate braking force were 
not successful since the introduction of a magnetic unit of additional devices into the 
structure resulted in the complicated operation and reduced reliability being unacceptable 
for braking systems, especially in terms of industrial transport operation. 

2 Statement of the problem 
Nowadays, a number of scientific papers deal with the problems concerning the 
improvement of braking efficiency in terms of rail transport by means of magnetic braking 
devices. Topicality of that problem is explained by constant increase in the velocity and 
mass of trains as well as by the requirements for traffic safety, which are getting more and 
more stringent. 

Author of paper [13] represents the research results as for changes in vertical wheel and 
braking torque load during the braking process. It has been determined that while 
locomotive moving, vertical wheel load may vary by 20% relative to the nominal value 
effecting the braking torque value. It is also proposed to remove negative impact of wheel 
load variations by means of application of control systems being rather prospective solution 
for main-line locomotives but not applicable for mine transport. 

Paper [14] represents comparative analysis of the efficiency of different braking 
systems of rail vehicles. The authors emphasize that the efficiency of braking mechanisms, 
implementing braking force at the point of wheel-rail contact, depends considerably upon 
the conditions of that interaction while rail magnetic brakes are less sensitive – thus, they 
are expedient to be used for emergency braking. Moreover, methodology to calculate 
braking path is represented; however, that methodology does not allow evaluating the effect 
of rail magnetic brakes upon the braking parameters. 

Studies of the effect of eddy-current magnetic brake parameters upon their braking 
force, represented in [15] confirm the expediency of magnetic brake use right on the 
industrial vehicles where velocities are much lower comparing to the main-line transport. 
That is explained by the fact that the rail brake efficiency decreases along with the 
increasing initial braking velocity.  

Results of the comparative analysis of the efficiency of rail magnetic brakes of different 
designs [16] prove high efficiency of rail brakes in terms of the velocities being lower than 
50 km/h which are characteristic for industrial rail transport including underground one. At 
the same time, area of magnetic brake application is limited by emergency braking; a 
variant of using magnetic brakes for service braking is not considered. Authors of paper 
[21], representing the results of studying the effect of braking conditions upon the braking 
path length, have determined that there is the optimal braking torque for specific braking 
conditions; in terms of that braking torque, the braking does not result in wheel lock-up 
providing minimal braking path. According to the opinion of some researchers [17, 18, 19], 
a problem of braking path length reducing at the expense of the development of optimal 
braking torque may be solved only by implementing automated system of braking 
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mechanisms control based on state-of-the-art IT solutions.  
In general, analysis of current scientific studies concerning the problems of improving 

the efficiency of rail vehicles braking makes it possible to draw following conclusions: 
1) tendencies of increasing train velocity and mass require innovative solutions to provide 

safe vehicle running, including the improvement of braking systems of a rolling stock;  
2) in terms of main-line transport, problems of the braking efficiency improvement are 

solved mainly by means of implementing automated systems of braking mechanisms 
control which allows reducing the effect of a human factor and applying optimal braking 
algorithms. Implementation of automated systems of braking mechanisms control requires 
considerable studies and significant financing for the equipment being justified in terms of 
main-line railroad transport but not expedient in case of mine rail transport; 

3) mathematical models of braking process and methods to improve braking efficiency 
developed for main-line transport cannot be applied to solve the problems as for 
improvement of braking characteristics of mine locomotives due to the considerable 
differences in operating conditions (first of all, train velocity and mass) and more stringent 
criteria for the braking system efficiency. 

Objective of the study is to increase train mass allowable for braking by means of 
improved efficiency of service braking in terms of simultaneous use of dynamic braking 
and a magnetic rail device.  

To reach the objective, following problems are to be solved: 
1) developing a mathematical model of the braking process for a mine locomotive in 

terms of simultaneous use of standard braking mechanisms and magnetic rail devices to 
increase the locomotive axial load; 

2) modeling a braking process for real operating conditions; 
3) quantitative evaluation of the effect of additional load upon the efficiency of standard 

braking mechanisms and resulting parameters of the locomotive transport operation. 

3 Materials of the research 
Currently, dynamic motor braking, under which braking force is formed at the point of 
wheel-rail contact, is the only technique to reduce velocity of a mine train.   

In terms of dynamic braking, braking force formed at the point of wheel-rail contact, is 
determined by the value of a braking moment and limited by the adhesion conditions.  
Braking force implemented by a locomotive during dynamic braking is [12, 13]: 
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where iМ  is braking torque applied to the ith wheel; R is radius of a wheel. 
Expression to determine maximum braking force according to the adhesion condition is 

as follows: 
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where .maxtF  is maximum braking force; iN  is vertical load on the ith wheel; ψ  is 
coefficient of wheel-rail adhesion. 

If the breaking torque applied to a wheel is excessive, then braking force will exceed the 
adhesive force at the point of wheel-rail contact, and a wheel will be blocked. Maximum 
value of a braking moment may be determined from expression:  
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It is obvious that the increase in vertical wheel load is the condition of the increased 
braking torque being safe in terms of wheel lock-up. 

One of the variants to solve that problem is to design and construct magnetic rail 
devices to increase locomotive axial load [21]; specific features of those devices are the 
possibility to transmit a share of the force of magnetic attraction from a magnetic unit on 
the locomotive axis. Principally, additional axial load may result in the increased efficiency 
of both service motor braking and emergency wheel and shoe braking. However, 
quantitative evaluation of the device efficiency was not performed due to the 
nonavailability of adequate mathematical model of the locomotive braking process in terms 
of simultaneous use of standard braking mechanisms and magnetic rail devices to increase 
locomotive axial load.  

Sections of magnetic unit 1 creating force of magnetic attraction at the moment of 
contact with the rail are the basic elements of the structure of magnetic rail device to 
increase locomotive axial load (Fig. 1). Sections are interconnected by means of sliding 
hinge 2 with the possibility to move along the rail. Sections are raised and lowered with the 
help of hydraulic drive 4 and hinges 5. Hinges are fixed on the rigid beam resting upon the 
locomotive axis.  

 
Fig. 1. Magnetic rail device to increase locomotive axial load: 1 – sections of a magnetic unit;  
2 – sliding hinge; 3 – inclined thrust; 4 – hinge; 5 – hydraulic drive to bring a magnetic unit up/down.  

 
Principle of the action of a magnetic rail device is as follows: a share of the magnetic 

attraction force, being the result of the magnetic unit-rail contact, is transmitted through the 
inclined thrusts and beams onto the locomotive axis that creates additional wheel load. Value 
of the additional load on the wheels depends upon the force of magnetic attraction of a section 
to the rail, friction coefficient of a magnetic unit, and angle of thrust inclinations [20, 21, 22]. 

While elaborating a computational scheme (Fig. 2), parameters of prospective mine 
electric locomotive АРП10РВ were applied; that locomotive is characterized by two 
braking systems which implement braking effort at the points of wheel-rail contact – a 
system of dynamic motor braking and wheel and shoe brake.  

Mine locomotive may be represented as a discrete nonlinear mechanic system 
consisting of a body, two wheel pairs, and two magnetic units (each unit includes two 
sections). It is considered that all the bodies are absolutely rigid since the coefficients 
characterizing stiffness of wheel pairs, body, and rail brakes are much higher than the 
corresponding indices for a spring equalizing system. As the locomotive underframe and 
magnetic units operate with the railway track, such mechanical system as “railway track – 
magnetic rail device – locomotive” should be studied taking into account elastic-dissipative 
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characteristics of the railway track. A string of loaded mine cars is connected to the 
locomotive coupling gear by means of elastic-dissipative connections. Wheels with semi-
axes and a cogged wheel of the axial speed transformer (with the reduced masses and 
inertia moments of other transmission elements) rotate about their proper axes.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Computational scheme for a mine locomotive: 1 – body; 2 – rest beam; 3 – wheel pairs;  
4 – sections of a magnetic unit; 5 – railway track. 
 

Here and further, following lower indices, which determine belonging of the variable to 
the object of a mathematical model, are specified to describe variables: in – to the axis-
based wheels, elastic and damping elements; (i = 1, 2), i.e. 1 is to show a wheel pair being 
the first one towards the head end of a train; min – to the sections of magnetic units, i.e. 1 is 
to show the section being the closest one to the head end of a train; (i = 1, 2), i.e. 1 is to 
show the sections being left in the direction of train travel; ins  – to the wheel and shoe 
brake mounted on the ith pair of the nth wheel; o – to the base (railway track). 

Railway track is considered to be elastic and viscous within the horizontal-transverse 
and vertical planes. 

Well-known and approbated models [24 – 25] are the basis to develop a mathematical 
model of the braking process of a mine train. There are following considerable differences 
of the represented model:  

– introduction of the additional equations describing displacements of the sections of a 
magnetic unit of the device to increase the locomotive axial load ; 

– consideration of the effect of additional axial load and braking force from a magnetic 
rail device.  

While elaborating a mathematical model of the mine train braking, following 
assumptions are taken: 

– a string of mine cars connected to locomotive coupling gear is represented in the form 
of a single body with the total mass;  

– longitudinal travel of the track rails and railway base are not taken into account;  
– loads displacing one track rail of the railway line do not effect another one along with 

the nonavailability of mutual displacements of rails and bases on the contact surface;  
– railway track has constant curvature radius, longitudinal and transverse slopes, and 

gage increase under each wheel pair;  
– flow of a share of magnetic attraction force on the locomotive axis does not result in 

changes in basic parameters of the wheel-rail interaction [26]. 
In the process of motor breaking, torque is transmitted through the axis to the left (with 

index1) and right (with index 2) wheels. In this context, their reduced masses at the moment 
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of inertia as well as torsional stiffness and dissipation coefficients will be different due to 
the asymmetric arrangement of a cogged wheel on the wheel pair axis. Following symbols 
are used in the mathematical model:  inF  − braking force arising at the contact point of 
rolling pathways of the rail and inth wheel, N; inxW  − force of longitudinal slip of the inth 
wheel, at the rail contact point, connected with the passing of wheel rolling friction along 
the rail and friction moments within the rotating elements reduced to the rolling pathway of 
a wheel, N; inpW  – force of longitudinal slip of a leading wheel occurring during the 

flange rubbing on the rail while moving within the curvilinear track section , N; inyW  –
 force of longitudinal wheel slip at the point of rail contact while moving within the 
curvilinear track section, N; inY  – directing force acting from the rail onto the wheel flange 

while moving within the curvilinear track section , N; inP  – directing force acting from the 

rail onto the rolling pathway of a wheel due to the conicity of wheel bands, N; inN  –

 normal reaction of the rail under a wheel нормальная, N; inFN р  – additional axial load 

from the action of a magnetic rail device, Н; indN  – dynamic force occurring when wheels 

impact with the rail while passing uneven sections of the surface, N; insM  – braking 

torque within the wheel and shoe brake, N∙m; vvс mnm =  – mass of trailed part of the 
rolling stock, kg; vn  – number of mine cars within the rolling stock, units; vm  – mass of a 
loaded mine car (in case of mine cars of VG3.3-900 type, it is 56000 kg according to 
technical characteristics); vw  – specific traveling resistance of a loaded mine car along the 
straight line, N/kg; vRw  – average additional specific traveling resistance of a loaded mine 
car along the curved line of R radius, N/kg. 

Braking force of the magnetic unit section is determined according to expression:  

mfinFinZinmF pr= , 

where inZ  is  signal function, sign of switching-in of a specific section of a magnetic unit, 
it is either equal to zero in terms of switching-off or equal to a unit in terms of switching-
on; inFpr  is force of section pressing to the rail, N; mf  is coefficient of sliding friction of 

the pole terminals of a section along the rail. 
Having performed all the required substitutions, we will obtain following system of 33 

differential equations: 

( ) 111111111111 NGzzczzzβzm −=+++  ; 

( ) 121212121212 NGzzczzzβzm −=+++  ; 
( ) 212121212121 NGzzczzzβzm −=+++  ;

( ) 222222222222 NGzzczzzβzm −=+++  ; 

1111cos1111111111 PγYyWoyoycoyoyβoyoym −−=++  ; 

1212cos1212121212 PγYyWoyoycoyoyβoyoym −−=++  ; 

2121cos2121212121 PγYyWoyoycoyoyβoyoym −−=++  ; 

2222cos2222222222 PγYyWoyoycoyoyβoyoym −−=++  ; 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ;11 11 11 11 1 11 11 1 11 11 11I β c r F W My x sϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕϕ ϕ+ − + − = + −    

( ) ( ) ( ) ;12 12 12 12 1 21 12 1 12 12 12I β c r F W My x sϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕϕ ϕ+ − + − = + −    

( ) ( ) ( ) ;21 21 21 21 2 21 21 2 21 21 21I β c r F W My x sϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕϕ ϕ+ − + − = + −    

( ) ( ) ( )2 ;11 22 22 22 22 22 2 22 22 22I β c r F W My x sϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕϕ ϕ+ − + − = + −    

( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )

1 2 211 12 21 22 1 22
24 / 1 0;0

m m m m m y β y y y yy

c y g m i iy s s

− − − − + − + − +

+ − + =

    

( ) ( ) sin ;11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11m x β x x c x x F W W Y γx x x− − − − = − − − −    

( ) ( ) sin ;12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12m x β x x c x x F W W Y γx x x− − − − = − − − −    

( ) ( ) sin ;21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21m x β x x c x x F W W Y γx x x− − − − = − − − −    

( ) ( ) sin ;22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22m x β x x c x x F W W Y γx x x− − − − = − − − −    

( ) ( ) 0;m z β z z c z zc c cz c cz c− − − − =    ( ) ( ) 0;m y β y y c y yc c cy c cy c− − − − =    

( ) ( )

4 24 21
3 2 3 22

0 ;
2 1

I x R I xI x R I x ув с рv уv сzv с v zv сm xc c
R R R Rv v рv рv

g m iс pv β x x c x x m wcх c cх c c v
ipv

 
 + − + − + + 
 
 

+ − − − − = −
+

   


 

 

( )2 4sec sin 2 0p z z xb θ β θ c θ I θ+ + =  ; ( )2 4sec sin 2 0;p z z ya β c Iϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ+ + =  ; 

( )2 21 2sin 2sin 0
2 p z p zψ c a ψ c b I ψz + + = ; 11 11 11 11m z β z c z Noz o oz o oz o+ + =  ; 

12121212 Nozozcozozβozozm =++  ; 21212121 Nozozcozozβozozm =++  ; 

22222222 Nozozcozozβozozm =++  ; 

( ) ( ) ( );1111111111 mFZmxxxmcmxxxmmxmm −=−−−−  β  

( ) ( ) ( );121212 1212 mFZmxxxmcmxxxmmxmm −=−−−−  β  

( ) ( ) ( );212121 2121 mFZmxxxmcmxxxmmxmm −=−−−−  β  

( ) ( ) ( ).2222222222 mFZmxxxmcmxxxmmxmm −=−−−−  β                   (1) 
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To evaluate quantitatively the effect of additional load on the efficiency of dynamic 
braking, numerical solution of the system of equations (1) was performed with the help of 
Wolfram Mathematica 8 software complex. 

Objective of the modeling is to perform quantitative estimation of the braking process 
parameters.  

Criterion of the braking system efficiency is as follows: capacity to stop the train of the 
specified mass within the braking path of the specified length (according to the current 
standards – 40 m for freight trains).  

Input parameters are: train mass, railway track slope, degree of rail dirtiness.  
Input parameters are: 11sM  – braking torque on a wheel; ψ  – coefficient of rail-wheel 

adhesion.  
Measured parameters are: 11xε  – relative wheel slip taking a value within the range 

from zero (ideal wheel rolling along the rail without slip) up to a unit (wheel slip along the 
rail); 11N  – normal rail reaction under a wheel, N; 11F  – braking force at the point of 
wheel-rail contact, N.  

Output parameters are: х  – locomotive velocity, m/s; х  – locomotive travel along Ох 
axis (braking path), m.  

Research methodology includes following stages: 
Stage 1 – determining parameters of the train braking process involving dynamic 

braking.  
Stage 2 – determining parameters of the train braking process in terms of simultaneous 

use of dynamic braking and magnetic rail device to increase axial load.  
Stage 3 – calculating train mass allowable for braking for the braking variants under 

comparison.  
Stage 4 – evaluating the effect of the applied magnetic rail device to increase the 

locomotive axial loading upon the performance factor.  
Stage 1. Modeling conditions are as follows: electric locomotive type is АRP10RV; 

train mass is 58 t; track slope is 35‰; initial braking velocity is 3 m/s; rails are covered 
with dirt; braking is of motor type.  

Rail reaction under a wheel is specified with the value of 11N  = 25000 N (Fig. 3b) 
corresponding to a quarter of the trailing weight of АРП10РВ locomotive. If braking torque 
is increased up to 1147 N·m, adhesion loss takes place being determined according to the 
value of relative wheel slip equal to a unit (Fig. 3b). Braking force on a wheel is growing 
during 2 s up to maximum value 11F equal to 4450 N; wheel lock-up results in sharp 
decrease in the braking force down to the value of 1640 N (Fig. 3d). As a result of the 
braking force drop, a locomotive starts moving with constant acceleration (Fig. 3e); finally, 
braking path exceeds considerably the specified value of 40 m (Fig. 3f). 

Stage 2. Modeling conditions are as follows: electric locomotive type is АRP10RV; 
train mass is 58 t; track slope is 35‰; initial braking velocity is 3 m/s; rails are covered 
with dirt; braking is of motor type; additional vertical load is transmitted on the axis from 
the effect of a magnetic rail device. 

While magnetic unit descending on the rail, additional vertical load inFnN  equal to 
4000 n was transmitted to a wheel; that resulted in the increased vertical reaction under the 
wheel (Fig. 4b) up to 29000 N. The same torque as in the previous case was applied to a 
wheel (Fig. 4а); however, that was not resulted in wheel lock-up since relative wheel slip 

11xε  was 0.008 (Fig. 4c). Braking force on a wheel over the whole braking period 
remained constant (about 4200 N) that helped stop the train within the braking path equal to 
30 m (Fig. 4f). 
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c d 

 
e f 

 
Fig. 3. Changes in the parameters of mine train braking process in terms of dynamic braking:  
а – braking torque on a wheel; b –  rail reaction under a wheel; c – relative wheel slip; d – braking 
force on a wheel; e – locomotive velocity; f – braking path of a locomotive. 

 
Similarly, braking process was modeled for different values of braking torque to 

determine maximum braking force according to the adhesion condition. Basing upon the 
modeling results, a graph of changes in braking force of a locomotive in terms of varying 
braking torque has been obtained for different variants of braking mechanisms (Fig. 5). 
Analysis of the graphs shows that while motor braking, rail reaction under a wheel is 
determined by the sum of values of vertical loads on a wheel from the trailing locomotive 
mass and dynamic constituents from the travels of the sprung mass of the locomotive 
underframe. In this case, when braking torque increases, braking force grows up to the 
value limited by the condition of the wheel-rail adhesion. If braking torque increases up to 
Ms.max.1 value, there is the adhesion loss, locked-up wheels begin slipping along the rail 
(section II), braking force decreases by the value proportional to the difference of the value 
of adhesion and slip coefficients while increase in the braking torque after locking up does 
not result in the growth of braking force. 
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Fig. 4. Changes in the parameters of mine train braking process in terms of simultaneous use of 
dynamic braking and a magnetic rail device: а – braking torque on a wheel; b –  rail reaction under a 
wheel; c – relative wheel slip; d – braking force on a wheel; e – locomotive velocity; f – braking path 
of a locomotive. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Graph of the dependence of braking force on the locomotive wheels upon the braking torque 
value: mode 1 – motor braking without additional wheel load; mode 2 – motor braking with the 
additional wheel load from the effect of a magnetic rail device;   – point of adhesion loss; straight 
line 1 – adhesion limit for mode 1; straight line 2 – adhesion limit for mode 2.  
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While using a magnetic rail device, a share of the magnetic attraction force of a braking 
unit is transmitted onto the locomotive axes; due to that, rail reaction under a wheel 
increases. Within section I, additional wheel load does not result in changes in braking 
force 11F ; the effect is demonstrated in the increased stability of the locomotive 
underframe in the rail gage. Within section II, law of changes in braking force will be 
determined by the product of wheel load by the friction coefficient of wheel slip along the 
rail; however, in this case, rail reaction under a wheel will be higher by the additional load 
value – consequently, friction force of a wheel along the rail will be higher as well.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Calculation results of the train mass allowable for braking in terms of different combinations 
of breaking mechanisms. 

 
Calculations performed according to methodology [8] have demonstrated that increase 

in braking characteristics of a locomotive at the expense of transmitted additional axial load 
makes it possible to increase the train mass allowable for braking (Fig. 6); moreover, 
relative train mass increment is more distinct when locomotive operates within the mine 
workings with greater track slopes. Thus, if slope is 10‰, train mass increment will be 22 t 
(16%); if slope is 30‰, mass increment will be 10 t (24%); and if slope is 40‰, mass 
increment will be 7 t (29%). 

4 Conclusions 
The research solves topical problem of the increase in train mass allowable for braking by 
means of the growing efficiency of service braking in terms of simultaneous use of 
dynamic braking and a magnetic rail device. 

Following results have been obtained: 
1) mathematical model of the braking process of a mine train in terms of simultaneous 

use of standard braking mechanisms and a magnetic rail device to increase axial load have 
been developed; 

2) braking process for real operating conditions has been modeled; it has been 
determined that the additional axial load transmitted from a magnetic rail device to increase 
axial load helps improve the value of safe (in terms of wheel lock-up) braking torque by 
15% making it possible to implement greater braking force on a wheel;  

3) quantitative evaluation of the effect of additional load and resulting indices of the 
locomotive transport operation has been performed. It has been specified that the use of rail 
magnetic device makes it possible to increase train mass allowable for braking by 16 – 29% 
depending upon the railway track slope.  
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This work was conducted within the projects “Theoretical substantiation of technical solutions to 
improve the performance characteristics of mine wheeled transport” (State registration 
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